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Abstract
The recent method, MIIC (Multivariate Information-based Inductive Causation),
combining constraint-based and information-theoretic frameworks, has been shown
to significantly improve causal discovery from purely observational data. Yet, a
substantial loss in precision has remained between skeleton and oriented graph
predictions for small datasets. Here, we propose and implement a simple modification, named conservative MIIC, based on a general mutual information supremum
principle regularized for finite datasets. In practice, conservative MIIC rectifies the
negative values of regularized (conditional) mutual information used by MIIC to
identify (conditional) independence between discrete, continuous or mixed-type
variables. This modification is shown to greatly enhance the reliability of predicted
orientations, for all sample sizes, with only a small sensitivity loss compared to
MIIC original orientation rules. Conservative MIIC is especially interesting to
improve the reliability of causal discovery for real-life observational data applications.
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Background

Constraint-based structure learning methods can, in principle, discover causal relations in purely
observational data (Pearl, 2009; Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines, 2000). This is theoretically feasible
up to some independence equivalence classes, as the orientations of certain edges may only be
uncovered through perturbative data and remain undetermined if only observational data is available.
Yet, regardless of this theoretical limitation, it has long been recognized (Ramsey, Spirtes, and Zhang,
2006; Colombo and Maathuis, 2014) that orientations predicted by constraint-based methods are
often unreliable, which has largely limited, in practice, the application of constraint-based methods to
uncover causal relations in real-life observational data.
This causal uncertainty originates from the extensive number of steps and conditions that constraintbased methods, such as the original IC (Pearl and Verma, 1991) and PC (Spirtes and Glymour, 1991)
algorithms, have to meet before they can infer edge orientation. Indeed, they must first learn an
undirected skeleton, by uncovering (conditional) independences between all pairs of variables, before
inferring the orientation of v-structures and finally propagating these orientations to other undirected
edges. This long chain of uncertain computational decisions leads to the accumulation of errors
which ultimately limit the accuracy of the final orientation and propagation steps of constraint-based
methods. As a result, edge orientations significantly reduce the precision (or positive predicted value)
of inferred causal graphs compared to their undirected skeleton. In addition, constraint-based methods
are known to suffer from much lower sensitivity or recall (i.e., true positive rate) than precision
scores, in general (Colombo and Maathuis, 2014; Li et al., 2019). This is related to the fact that
separating sets used to remove edges in the (early) steps of constraint-based methods are frequently
not consistent with the final skeleton and oriented graphs (Li et al., 2019). They correspond to
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Figure 1: PC original, majority and conservative orientation rules on discrete datasets. Benchmark datasets are generated from random 100-node DAGs with average degree 3.8 and maximum
degree 4 (See Data generation and benchmarks section for details). PC structure learning performance
is measured in terms of Precision, Recall and F-scores (±σ) for skeleton (blue), CPDAG (red) and
oriented-edge-only subgraph (green).

spurious conditional independences responsible for the large number of false negative edges and,
therefore, low sensitivity of constraint-based methods.
While successive refinements of orientation rules, such as conservative rules (Ramsey, Spirtes, and
Zhang, 2006) and majority rules (Colombo and Maathuis, 2014), have helped improve the average
precision of orientations, they also lead to large precision variance and further aggravate the poor
recall of edge orientations at small sample sizes. This is illustrated here for both discrete (Fig. 1) and
continuous (Fig. 2) benchmark datasets generated by random Bayesian networks using the available
codes from (Cabeli et al., 2020), see section on Data generation and benchmarks, below.
The recently developed method, MIIC, combining constraint-based and maximum likelihood frameworks, has been shown to significantly improve the situation by greatly reducing the imbalance
between precision and recall, for all sample sizes (Verny et al., 2017; Cabeli et al., 2020). Compared
to traditional constraint-based methods, MIIC also significantly reduces the precision gap between
skeleton and oriented graphs for large enough datasets, as discussed below. However, a substantial
loss in precision remains between skeleton and oriented graphs for smaller datasets.
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Figure 2: PC original, majority and conservative orientation rules on continuous datasets.
Benchmark datasets are generated from random 100-node DAGs with average degree 3.8 and
maximum degree 4 (See Data generation and benchmarks section for details). PC structure learning
performance is measured in terms of Precision, Recall and F-scores (±σ) for skeleton (blue), CPDAG
(red) and oriented-edge-only subgraph (green).
In this paper, we propose and implement a simple modification of MIIC algorithm, which is found
to greatly improve the precision of predicted orientations even for relatively small datasets. It is
achieved at the expense of a small loss of orientation recall but significantly enhances the reliability
of predicted orientations for all sample sizes. This simple modification, referred to as conservative
MIIC, is especially interesting, in practice, to improve the reliability of causal discovery for real-life
observational data applications.

2
2.1

Results
MIIC outline

MIIC (Multivariate Information-based Inductive Causation) is a novel structure learning method
(Verny et al., 2017; Cabeli et al., 2020) and online server (Sella et al., 2018), combining constraintbased and information-theoretic frameworks. Starting from a fully connected graph, MIIC iteratively removes dispensable edges, by uncovering significant information contributions from indirect
paths based on the "3off2" scheme (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015; Affeldt, Verny, and Isambert,
3

2016). This amounts to progressively uncover the best supported conditional independencies, i.e.
I(X; Y |{Ai }n ) ' 0, by iteratively "taking off" the most significant indirect contributions of positive
conditional 3-point information, I(X; Y ; Ak |{Ai }k−1 ) > 0, from every 2-point (mutual) information, I(X; Y ), as,
I(X; Y |{Ai }n ) = I(X; Y ) − I(X; Y ; A1 ) − I(X; Y ; A2 |A1 ) − · · · − I(X; Y ; An |{Ai }n−1 ) (1)
In practice, (conditional) independence is established by comparing mutual information (MI) or
conditional mutual information (CMI) to a universal Normalized Maximum Likelihood (NML)
NML
complexity term, kN
(X; Y |{Ai })/N , computed over all datasets of the same size N and marginal
distributions p(X, {Ai }) and p(Y, {Ai }) (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015). This can be seen as a NMLregularization of MI and CMI for datasets of finite sample size N as,
0
IN
(X; Y |{Ai }) = IN (X; Y |{Ai }) −

1 NML
k
(X; Y |{Ai })
N N

(2)

NML
where kN
(X; Y |{Ai }) is computed iteratively in linear time (Kontkanen and Myllymäki, 2007;
Roos et al., 2008) for increasing numbers of X and Y partitions, rx and ry , starting with
NML
kN
(X; Y |{Ai }) = 0 for rx = ry = 1 (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015; Cabeli et al., 2020).
0
Hence, (conditional) independence is established for IN
(X; Y |{Ai }) 6 0, whenever sufficient and
significant indirect positive contributions could be iteratively collected in Eq. 1 to warrant the removal
of the XY edge.

This leads to an undirected skeleton, which MIIC then (partially) orients based on the sign and
amplitude of the NML-regularized conditional 3-point information terms (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015;
Verny et al., 2017), corresponding to the difference between NML-regularized (C)MI terms.
0
0
0
IN
(X; Y ; Z|{Ai }) = IN
(X; Y |{Ai }) − IN
(X; Y |{Ai }, Z)

(3)

0
In particular, negative NML-regularized conditional 3-point information terms, IN
(X; Y ; Z|{Ai}) < 0,
correspond to the signature of causality in observational data (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015) and lead to
the prediction of a v-structure, X → Z ← Y , if X Z Y is an unshielded triple in the skeleton
0
(with IN
(X; Y |{Ai }) 6 0). By contrast, a positive NML-regularized conditional 3-point information
0
term, IN
(X; Y ; Z|{Ai}) > 0, suggests to propagate the orientation of a previously directed edge
0
X →Z
Y as X → Z → Y (with IN
(X; Y |{Ai }, Z) 6 0), to fulfill the assumptions of the
underlying graphical model class.

2.2

MIIC performance on discrete data, allowing for negative NML-regularized MI & CMI

MIIC was originally developed for discrete variables only, for which MI and CMI are straightforward
to compute. Compared to traditional constraint-based methods on discrete data, MIIC greatly reduces
the imbalance between precision and recall, for all sample sizes, Fig. 3. MIIC also significantly
reduces the precision gap between skeleton and oriented graphs, for large enough datasets. However,
a substantial loss in precision remains between skeleton and oriented graphs, for small datasets,
irrespective of the CPDAG or oriented-edge-only subgraph scores used for the comparison, Fig. 3.
These results illustrate the interest in integrating multivariate information criteria into constraint-based
methods. However, for small datasets or datasets including variables with many discrete levels, NML
complexities can easily out-weight MI and CMI terms for weakly dependent variables. As a result,
MIIC tends to infer some v-structure orientations, X → Z ← Y , for which both NML-regularized
0
0
(C)MI terms in Eq. 3 are negative, i.e. IN
(X; Y |{Ai }) < IN
(X; Y |{Ai }, Z) < 0, suggesting that
Z could in fact be included in a separating set of the {X, Y } pair, in contradiction with the inferred
v-structure, X → Z ← Y .
Note that such a v-structure would be excluded from the final graph in the frame of traditional
constraint-based methods implementing conservative orientation rules, which check that Z is not
included in any separating set of the {X, Y } pair (Ramsey, Spirtes, and Zhang, 2006). Similarly,
rectifying all negative NML-regularized (C)MI values into null values, as proposed and implemented
in the present paper below, leads to a vanishing NML-regularized (conditional) 3-point information
0
term in Eq. 3, i.e. IN
(X; Y ; Z|{Ai }) = 0, which precludes the orientation of the unshielded triple,
X Z Y.
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Figure 3: Original MIIC with orientation rules allowing for negative NML-regularized MI &
CMI on discrete data (left) and negative NML-regularized CMI on continuous data (right).
Benchmark datasets are the same as in Figs. 1 & 2. MIIC structure learning performance is measured
in terms of Precision, Recall and F-scores (±σ) for skeleton (blue), CPDAG (red) and oriented-edgeonly subgraph (green). PC average scores for majority orientation rules are shown as dashed lines for
comparison.
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2.3

MIIC performance on continuous data, allowing for negative NML-regularized CMI

More recently MIIC was extended to handle continuous as well as mixed-type variables (either
combination of discrete and continous variables or variables with both continuous and discrete ranges
of values), for which MI & CMI are notoriously more difficult to estimate (Cabeli et al., 2020).
While distance-based k-nearest neighbor (kNN) estimates of MI and CMI are often used for continuous variables (Kraskov, Stögbauer, and Grassberger, 2004; Frenzel and Pompe, 2007), MIIC’s MI and
CMI estimates are instead computed through an approximate optimum discretization scheme, based
on a general MI supremum principle (Cover and Thomas, 2006) regularized for finite datasets and
using an efficient O(N 2 ) dynamic programming algorithm (Cabeli et al., 2020). This approach finds
optimum partitions, P and Q, specifying the number and positions of cut-points of each continuous
variable, X and Y , to maximize the NML-regularized MI between them,
0
0
IN
(X; Y ) = sup IN
([X]P ; [Y ]Q )
(4)
P,Q
0
IN
([X]P ; [Y ]Q ),

The NML regularization term, introduced in
is necessary for finite datasets and
amounts to a model complexity cost, which eventually out-weights the information gain in refining
bin partitions further, when there is not enough data to support such a refined model (Cabeli et al.,
2020).
Such optimization-based estimates of MI are at par with alternative distance-based kNN approaches
but have also the unique advantage of providing an effective independence test to identify independent
continuous or mixed-type variables (Cabeli et al., 2020). This is achieved when partitioning X and Y
into single bins maximizes the NML-regularized MI in Eq. 4, which vanishes exactly, in this case,
with dramatic reductions in sampling error and variance (Cabeli et al., 2020). By contrast, kNN-MI
estimates still need an actual independence test to decide whether some variables are effectively
independent or not, as kNN MI estimates are never exactly null.
MIIC Precision, Recall and F-score on continuous data are comparable to those on discrete data,
Fig. 3, and typically much better than the results obtained with traditional constraint-based methods,
which, unlike MIIC, need to rely on independence tests, that are notoriously difficult for continuous
data.
However, by contrast with discrete data, the remaining loss between skeleton and oriented graph
precisions appears to differ between the CPDAG score and the oriented-edge-only subgraph score
used for the comparison, Fig. 3. It indicates that the precision of the oriented-edge-only subgraph
is slightly though significantly better than for the overall partially oriented graph, with a small
concomitant loss of orientation recall, at small sample sizes, Fig. 3. This trend is due to the more
stringent condition for v-structure orientation brought by the non-negative NML-regularized MI
estimates obtained by MIIC for continuous variables. Yet, the optimum partitioning principle only
applies to MI (Cover and Thomas, 2006), not CMI, which need to be estimated through the difference
0
0
0
between optimum NML-regularized MI terms, as IN
(X; Y |U ) = IN
(Y ; {X, U }) − IN
(Y ; U ) =
0
0
IN (X; {Y, U }) − IN (X; U ) (Cabeli et al., 2020). As a result, the approximate NML-regularized
CMI estimates between conditionally independent variables can sometime be negative and lead to
v-structure orientations contradicting conditional independence, as discussed for discrete data above.
2.4

Improving MIIC causal discovery by rectifying negative NML-regularized MI & CMI

The general MI supremum principle (Cover and Thomas, 2006), regularized in Eq. 4 for finite datasets,
is theoretically valid for any type of variables, not just continuous variables. In particular, it could
be applied to small size datasets with discrete or categorical variables with many levels. It would
result in the merging of rare levels to better estimate MI and CMI between weakly dependent discrete
variables. Ultimately, MI estimates between independent discrete variables should lead to the merging
of each variable into a single bin, thereby, resulting in NML-regulatized MI estimates to vanish
exactly in this case, as already observed for continuous variables (Cabeli et al., 2020). As a result,
optimum NML-regulatized MI should be non-negative as well as, by extension, NML-regulatized
CMI, as shown now.
Theorem 1. Optimum NML-regulatized MI and NML-regulatized CMI are non-negative.
0
0
Proof. We first address optimum NML-regularized MI, noting that IN
(X; Y ) > IN
([X]1 ; [Y ]1 ) = 0,
where [X]1 and [Y ]1 are the X and Y variables partitioned into single bins, which leads to a vanishing
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NML
NML-regularized MI, as both MI and NML complexity cost are null, in this case, as kN
(X; Y ) = 0
for rx = ry = 1 (Affeldt and Isambert, 2015).

Then, NML-regularized CMI is defined as the difference between optimum NML-regularized MI
0
0
0
0
0
terms as, IN
(X; Y |U ) = IN
(Y ; {X, U }) − IN
(Y ; U ) = IN
(X; {Y, U }) − IN
(X; U ). However,
0
0
0
partitioning X and Y into a single bin leads to IN
(Y ; {X, U }) > IN
(Y ; {[X]1 , U }) = IN
(Y ; U )
0
0
0
0
and IN (X; {Y, U }) > IN (X; {[Y ]1 , U }) = IN (X; U ) thus implying IN (X; Y |U ) > 0
Following these considerations on the negativity of NML-regularized (C)MI with MIIC original
orientation implementation, we propose a small modification, based on Theorem 1 and referred to as
conservative MIIC, by analogy to the conservative orientation rules of traditional constraint-based
methods (Ramsey, Spirtes, and Zhang, 2006), as noted above.
Proposition 2. Conservative MIIC rectifies negative values of NML-regularized (C)MI, indicating
(conditional) independence, to null values instead.
The effects on this modification on discrete and continuous benchmark data are show in Fig. 4.
While conservative MIIC hardly affects skeleton scores, it clearly has an impact on CPDAG and
oriented-edge-only subgraph scores, which exhibit different trends relative to their original MIIC
values.
CPDAG Precision, Recall and, hence, F-scores appear to be slightly lower under conservative MIIC
(Fig. 4) than with original MIIC (Fig. 3), for discrete data. This illustrates the overall "better"
orientation/non-orientation scores of the original MIIC against the theoretical CPDAG objective.
Indeed, allowing for negative NML-regularized MI enables to infer weakly supported v-structures at
small sample sizes. Besides, no significant difference is observed for CPDAG scores on continuous
data, as original MIIC already enforces non-negative NML-regularized MI through optimization for
continuous data (Cabeli et al., 2020), suggesting that enforcing also non-negative NML-regularized
CMI with conservative MIIC has little impact on the reliability of CPDAG scores for continuous data,
at least for the benchmarks tested here.
By contrast, conservative MIIC is found to greatly improve the precision of oriented-edge-only
subgraphs, on discrete datasets, even for relatively small sample sizes, Fig. 4. This large increase in
orientation precision is achieved at the expense of a relatively small loss of orientation recall. Hence,
conservative MIIC significantly enhances the reliability and sensitivity of predicted orientations for all
sample sizes, as compared to traditional constraint-based methods with conservative orientation rules,
Fig. 4. For instance, conservative MIIC already reaches nearly 90% orientation precision with 25%
orientation recall for N ' 250 (against about 80% orientation precision with only 5% orientation
recall for conservative PC). While, by the time conservative PC reaches 90% orientation precision
with 25% orientation recall for N ' 700, conservative MIIC achieves nearly 100% orientation
precision with 50% orientation recall, Fig. 4. In addition, while original MIIC achieves a significantly
better 65% orientation recall for N ' 700, Fig. 3, its orientation precision simultaneously drops to
about 75%, which clearly impacts its reliability for causal discovery.
On continuous data, conservative MIIC also achieves a large increase in orientation precision, which
becomes at par with skeleton precision, even for small datasets, and clearly much better than the
corresponding scores obtained with traditional constraint-based methods for large datasets, Fig. 4.
For instance, conservative MIIC reaches nearly 75% orientation precision with 50% orientation recall
for N ' 200 (against about 70% orientation precision with 35% orientation recall for conservative
PC). While, by the time conservative PC reaches 75% orientation precision with 45% orientation
recall for N ' 1, 000, conservative MIIC achieves more than 90% orientation precision with 80%
orientation recall, Fig. 4.

3

Data generation and benchmarks

Datasets were simulated using structural equations models (SEMs) following the causal order of
randomly generated DAGs. Continuous examples were constructed using linear and non-linear
functions, and discrete datasets using unique state probabilities for each of the parents’ combinations.
The DAGs themselves were randomly drawn from the space of all possible 100 node DAGs (Melancon
and Philippe, 2004) allowing for a maximum degree of 4 neighbors, resulting in an average degree of
3.8. Further details and dataset examples can be found in Cabeli et al. (2020).
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Figure 4: Conservative MIIC with new orientation rules enforcing non-negative NMLregularized MI & CMI on discrete data (left) as well as continuous data (right). Benchmark
datasets are the same as in Figs. 1 & 2. Conservative MIIC structure learning performance is
measured in terms of Precision, Recall and F-scores (±σ) for skeleton (blue), CPDAG (red) and
oriented-edge-only subgraph (green). PC average scores for conservative orientation rules are shown
as dashed lines for comparison.
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For evaluation purposes, network reconstruction was treated as a binary classification task and
classical performance measures, Precision, Recall and F-score, were first used to evaluate skeleton
reconstruction, based on the numbers of true versus false positive (T P vs F P ) edges and true versus
false negative (T N vs F N ) edges, irrespective of their orientation.
Then, in order to evaluate edge orientations, we also define two orientation-dependent measures.
The first measure, referred to as the "CPDAG" score, aims to score the overall reconstruction with
regards to the equivalence class of the true DAG. Edge types are used to redefine the orientationdependent counts as, T P 0 = T P − T Pmisorient and F P 0 = F P + T Pmisorient with T Pmisorient
corresponding to all true positive edges of the skeleton with a different orientation/non-orientation
status as in the true CPDAG. The CPDAG precision, recall and F-score were then computed with
the orientation-dependent T P 0 and F P 0 . In particular, the CPDAG score equivalently rates as "false
positive" the erroneous orientation of an non-oriented edge in the CPDAG and the erroneous nonorientation of an oriented edge in the CPDAG. However, these errors are not equivalent from a causal
discovery perspective.
The second measure, referred to as oriented-edge-only score, uses the same metrics but is restricted to
the subgraphs of the CPDAG and the inferred graph containing oriented edges only. It is designed to
specifically assess the method performance with regards to causal discovery, that is, on the oriented
edges which can in principle be learnt from observational data versus those effectively predicted by
the causal structure learning method.
MIIC was run with default parameters for all settings on the latest version (available at https://
github.com/miicTeam/miic_R_package), and PC with the pcalg package (Kalisch et al., 2012)
using bnlearn’s (Scutari, 2010) mutual information test for discrete datasets and rank correlation
for continuous ones. For PC, the α threshold for significance testing was tuned for each sample size
N and network type to produce the best average between skeleton and "CPDAG" F-scores using a
zeroth order optimization implemented in dlib (King, 2009).

4

Conclusion

Causal uncertainty and limited sensitivity of traditional constraint-based methods have so far hampered their dissemination for a wide range of possible causal discovery applications on real-life
observational datasets. Hence, fulfilling the promise of causal discovery methods in the new data
analysis area requires to improve their reliability as well as scalability.
We propose and implement, in this paper, a simple modification of the recent causal discovery method,
MIIC, which greatly enhances the reliability of predicted orientations, for all sample sizes, with only
a small sensitivity loss compared to MIIC original orientation rules. This conservative MIIC approach
is especially interesting, in practice, to improve the reliability of cause-effect discovery for real-life
observational data applications.
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